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PROGRAM PERFORMANCE 
 
 
STRATEGIC GOAL/OBJECTIVE  

 
ACTUAL 
2002 

 
ESTIMATE 

2003 

 
ESTIMATE 

2004 
Strategic Goal C: Strengthen communities. 
 
Discretionary BA (Dollars in 
Thousands) 
 

$48,503 $43,172 $44,189 

FTE 
 
  Headquarters 
 

9 14 14 

  Field 
 

136 136 137 

    Subtotal 
 

145 150 151 

S&E Cost (Dollars in Thousands) 
 
  Personal Services 
 

$11,792 $12,598 $13,023 

  Travel 
 

146 121 128 

  Transportation of Things 
 

0 0 0 

  Rent, Communications & Utilities 
 

0 0 0 

  Printing 
 

6 12 12 

  Other Services 
 

191 234 242 

  Supplies 
 

3 4 4 

  Furniture & Equipment 
 

0 0 0 

  Claims & Indemnities 
 

0 0 0 

    Subtotal 
 

12,138 12,969 13,409 

Strategic Objective C.2: Help organizations access the resources they need to make their 
communities more livable. 
 
Indicator: The number of multifamily 
properties in underserved areas 
insured by FHA is maintained at 25% of 
initial endorsements. 
 

25% 25% 25% 

Indicator: Endorse FHA single family 
mortgages in underserved communities.  
Tracking indicator. 
 

491,592 421,000 390,000 

 
EXPLANATION OF PERFORMANCE  
 
Performance/Means and Strategies 
 

Funding in the amount of $44.2 million in program funding and $13.4 million in Salaries and 
Expenses for a total of $57.6 million to support strategic goal C:  Strengthen communities. 

GI/SRI Insurance Programs.  The Department will continue to offer a range of alternative 
loan guarantee programs to address specialized mortgage financing needs.  These products include 
mortgage insurance for rehabilitating, developing, and refinancing of apartment buildings, 
nursing home facilities, nonprofit hospitals and Title I loans.  The Department's insurance 
programs will continue to meet the Nation’s need for decent, safe and affordable housing.  
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Hospital Programs.  The Department will continue the Section 242 Program, which provides 
mortgage insurance for loans made for the construction; renovation and/or equipping of acute care 
hospitals.  Since the program began in 1968, FHA has insured 317 hospital mortgages totaling more 
than $9.5 billion.  The Hospital Mortgage Insurance Program also includes:  Section 241 
supplemental loans; Section 223(a)(7) loans for refinancing existing insured projects; and 
Section 223(e) loans for hospitals in older, economically declining urban areas.  The Hospital 
Mortgage Insurance Program is administered by HUD Headquarters, with support from staff at the 
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.   

Multifamily Credit Subsidy Rates.  The Department continuously devotes significant efforts 
in updating and refining credit subsidy estimates.  The credit subsidy estimates were developed 
after extensive consultation with OMB by FHA and reflect substantial additional analysis by the 
Department.  Each year the extensive statistical base, from which projections of future loan 
performance is calculated, is updated for an additional year of actual data.  The Department and 
the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) continue to examine the data, assumptions, and 
calculations, which are used to estimate loan program cash flows and subsidy rates in order to 
eliminate errors, and to seek improvements in the accuracy and reliability of the analysis.  

The multifamily credit subsidy rates used in previous years reflected historic performance 
data for similar loans made over the past 40 years.  Concerns were raised over the accuracy of 
these assumptions based on historical data in light of recent improvements in underwriting, 
program monitoring, and asset management, as well as unprecedented changes in tax law in the 
1980’s adversely affecting the performance of loans in the FHA portfolio at that time. 

In the fiscal year 2003 Budget, the Department and OMB agreed to change the methodology used 
to calculate new construction conditional claim and prepayment rates for credit subsidy rate 
estimates through the application of new econometric analyses applied to loan level data.  For 
the fiscal year 2004 Budget, updated loan performance data combined with the improvement of the 
recovery lag calculations in the cash flow model itself yield a break-even premium at 50 basis 
points for the section 221(d)(4) program that serves as the primary apartment development program 
of FHA.  This is a seven basis point reduction in the premium in effect for the current fiscal 
year.  In addition, FHA will reduce the premium for section 207 manufactured home parks and 
section 220 development loans to 50 basis points, which is an eleven basis point reduction. This 
is also a break-even premium rate for this risk category requiring no appropriated credit 
subsidy.  Positive credit subsidy continues to be required for the section 221(d)(3), 223(d) and 
241(a) loan programs so no reduction in the applicable 80 basis point insurance premium is 
proposed.  

Title I Program Subsidy Rates.  The fiscal year 2004 estimates for the Title I Programs 
reflect the loan characteristics of the property improvement and the manufactured housing 
program, which are incorporated into the cash flows used to calculate the subsidy rate for loan 
programs, in accordance with the Federal Credit Reform Act of 1990. 

Title II Program Single Family Subsidy Rates.  The GI/SRI single family credit subsidy 
estimates also reflect review of loan performance.  This includes updated loan performance data 
and assumptions of the major GI/SRI single family programs that are currently active.  Those 
mortgage insurance programs are 234(c) Condominium Housing and 203(k) Purchase/Rehabilitation. 
Premium policy changes for the 203(k) program in the 2004 Budget include cancellation of annual 
premium when loan to value reaches 65 percent, rather than 78 percent. On an average 203(k) loan, 
it is estimated that annual premium will be required for the first 17 years of a 30-year term.  
With this slight alteration of the premium structure, this program is expected to break even and 
require no positive credit subsidy appropriations.  Other small programs that do not have 
sufficient volume to model and estimate individually are included in the Section 234(c) risk 
category for budgetary purposes. 

Office of Multifamily Housing Assistance Restructuring (OMHAR).  The Multifamily Assisted 
Housing Reform and Affordability Act of 1997 was enacted in the 1998 Appropriations Act.  The 
initial legislative authority establishing OMHAR ended September 30, 2001.  Prior to expiration, 
Public Law 107-116 extended OMHAR as an entity within the Office of Housing for an additional    
3 years through fiscal year 2004 and extended the attendant mortgage restructuring authorities 
for another 5 years through fiscal year 2006.  The restructuring process is expected to preserve 
over 174,000 units of affordable housing stock through long-term use agreements. 

The restructurings are performed through oversight of a national network of 13 public 
Participating Administrative Entities (PAEs), and 8 private partners.  OMHAR staff is currently 
located in a central District of Columbia office and three satellite field offices, located in 
Chicago, New York and San Francisco, which oversees the program through nationally consistent 
guidelines, which provide for local flexibility to the extent possible. 

As of December 1, 2002, OMHAR reported completing over 1,600 restructurings, averaging    
35-40 per month, and resulting in an annual reduction of Section 8 outlays of $115,096,455.  The 
average rent reduction is $93 per unit per month.  The reductions in future Section 8 outlays and 
expected recoveries of second mortgage payments exceed the one-time costs of restructuring for 
FHA claims and PAE costs.  In addition to ensuring long-term financial viability and achieving 
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Section 8 savings, physical and managerial assessments are conducted for each property to assure 
the long-term viability of the portfolio.  Expenses are analyzed to ensure efficient operations.  
Immediate capital needs are addressed through repair escrows.  Long-term physical needs are 
provided for through increased deposits to reserve for replacement accounts.  Initial deposits to 
these accounts were increased on average from $1,343 to $2,329 per unit, and annual deposits 
increased on average from $297 to $439 per unit per year. 

The Mark-to-Market program (M2M) realigns the owners’ and HUD’s interest by providing a 
return on the owner’s equity through a capital recovery payment, an incentive performance fee, 
and 25 percent of net cash flow. The financial structure of the properties is designed to ensure 
efficient operations and maintenance of the properties.  HUD is closely monitoring the 
performance of restructured properties through a portfolio management contract and through a 
“watch list” for at-risk properties which had rents reduced without a debt restructuring.   

A significant amount of work still remains to be completed.  Over 600 deals are currently in 
various stages of restructuring.  There are another 2,600 Section 8 contracts expiring through 
fiscal year 2006, at least a third of which are estimated to be above market and eligible for 
M2M. 

Multifamily Enforcement.  The Department’s multifamily housing enforcement strategy reflects 
the integrated and coordinated efforts of the Real Estate Assessment Center (REAC) within the 
Office of Public and Indian Housing and the Departmental Enforcement Center (DEC), an element of 
the Office of the General Counsel.  REAC is completing a comprehensive and uniform portfolio wide 
assessment of the physical and financial condition of all the properties.  Results are being 
forwarded to Housing’s Multifamily Hubs for additional actions.  The Multifamily Hubs are 
responsible for servicing the loans and overseeing subsidy contracts.  In those cases where there 
appear to be severe performance problems, cases are referred to the DEC.  The DEC evaluates each 
case it receives and, where the DEC decides that severe problems exist, the DEC provides an 
action plan to be implemented by the Hubs to address the problem(s).  Qualitative improvement in 
the assessment and enforcement effort is being realized through the centralization and 
specialization of these staff.  The ultimate goal, however, is improved living conditions for 
residents, improved neighborhoods, communities, and improved financial performance for FHA 
because performance standards for participants are raised. 

HUD targets economic development grants and loan guarantees to distressed areas in order to 
leverage business, nonprofit and locally controlled resources to create jobs.  Grants from the 
Office of Community Planning and Development provide resources to the Nation’s urban, suburban 
and rural communities to administer local housing and community economic development programs.   

The Consolidated Plan is the vehicle by which communities access fund under CPD’s four 
formula program CDBG, HOME, HOPWA and Emergency Shelter Grants (ESG). 

FHA insures loans for new construction and substantial rehabilitation of multifamily rental 
units under Sections 221(d)(3), 221(d)(4), 220, and risk-sharing under 542.  Section 223 f 
insures mortgages for existing multifamily properties, either to refinance an existing mortgage 
or to facilitate the purchase of a property.  A moderate amount of rehabilitation cost may be 
included in the mortgage.  

Resource Management Information 
 

Discretionary BA is expected to increase in fiscal year 2004 over fiscal year 2003, levels. 
Salaries and Expenses and FTE increase by 1 position in fiscal year 2004.  
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